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Learning Objectives

On successful completion of this Learning Unit, the participants will be able to:

● Develop professional network

● Liaise with others

● Share information

● Work in teams



Topic 1: What is Collaborating with others in teams and networks ?

Collaborating with others in teams and networks consists of organizing, carrying out, and assessing 

collaborative actions with partners or teams openly and on mutually agreed conditions, while 

demonstrating respect for the abilities, experiences, and contributions of others. The following essential 

notions have been recognized as stand-alone:

− Establishing a professional network and building links with others: Networking is the capacity
to exchange ideas and information with organizations and people that have common interests
in order to build long-term relationships for mutual benefit. Although social and professional
online networks – such as LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, etc. – are important, networking goes
beyond that and implies a two-way process of interchanging knowledge.

− To form strong networking links, you must engage in human encounters, preferably in person,
at least once. This is why it is important to participate in conferences, events, and seminars,
since they are all opportunities to develop personal life contacts that can be continued through
technology. Also, networking for the purpose of creating connections often fails to provide
results. As is the case with many things, it's beneficial to have a Vision or Purpose while setting
up your Network. This enables you to be focused, but most importantly, genuine.



Topic 1: What is Collaborating with others in teams and networks ?

− Sharing knowledge and information: Employees' knowledge and skills are a business's most
valuable asset. Frequently, individuals apply their expertise and insights to their tasks and keep
them to themselves, impeding the company's success. Sharing information has several
benefits: it enables you to develop, maintain motivation, get recognition, produce new ideas,
and instils a feeling of purpose in the whole organization, among others.

− Collaborating in teams: Teamwork is the collaborative activity of individuals working efficiently
toward a common objective. The strength of a team is built on mutual support, effective
communication, self-sufficiency, autonomy, defined responsibilities, defined leadership, and
the resources necessary to accomplish the shared purpose. To successfully collaborate in a
team, a person needs to be open-minded, good communicator, organised, build long-term
thinking, adaptable and be able to debate in a sound manner.



Topic 2: Why is it important?

Many consider networking and collaboration to be important abilities for success in the future of work.

With technology influencing the way we engage with people and work evolving itself as a result of the

many sorts of relationships it may produce, knowing what is required to acquire this competence is

critical.

Collaboration increases the value of employee expertise and is seen as critical in today's ever-changing

business environment. At the same time, effective information sharing at work improves the team's

capabilities and quality, resulting in increased production and creativity.



Topic 3: Sample texts on how to mention it on the CV

● Thrives in a team environment

● Excellent communication skills

● Enjoys working closely and collaborating with others

● Team-oriented personality who can also work independently



Topic 4: Assessment Criteria

The main criteria for assessing this TSC are the aspects mentioned below. According to them, educators

can guide their learners in their improvement process. The learner can be assessed as “competent” or

“need improvement”. The educator can add specific comments for each learner in the respective

boxes. Please refer to the Intellectual Output 2: Be Creative! Handbook for educators for further

guidelines on assessment criteria.

Criteria Competent
Need 

improvement

Builds a solid network, based on a clear purpose and 

vision.

Fosters long-term relationships.

Great communicator, open-minded.

Fosters debate in a sound manner.



Activities



Practical Activity 1: Building sculptures, building teams!

Objectives of the Activity

● Operating outside of the box 

● Exploring an infinite number of options 

● Observation with objectivity 

● Recognizing and appreciating the unique capabilities of each team member

TSC addressed by the activity

● Collaborating with others in teams and networks

● Showing respect and consideration for others

● Conciliating and negotiating

● Conveying and exchanging information and ideas

Materials

List of 5 famous monuments or sculptures of your locality or country

3-4 sets of rating cards with the words: “Great”, “Good”, “just ok”

The pitch

Teams need to build a sculpture or a monument with their bodies. Teams will be rated according to a previously 

set criteria and awarded points accordingly. The team with higher score wins.



Procedure

Divide the participants into teams of 3-5 people each.

The teams perform sequentially. Each team in the audience receives one set of rating cards, while the facilitator receives 

the last set of rating cards. 

The scoring criteria are as follows: Articulation, Unpredictability, Believability, and Audience Impact. 

While the performing team is positioned near the performance location, the facilitator names a renowned sculpture or 

landmark for the team to recreate. 

The performance team has 3 minutes to arrange themselves and freeze before the facilitator says the name of one team 

member. 

This member must next give a word or two that expresses his sentiments and explains his body posture in the sculpture or 

monument vocally and clearly. 

This process is repeated until all participants are able to verbally convey their sentiments. 

After the last individual has spoken, the facilitator calls cut. 

The performance team is requested to take a seat while the other teams deliberate on how to rate the performing team. 

Before revealing their rating, the rating teams provide a short explanation of their assessment of the performance. 

The game continues until each of the teams has fulfilled their performance. 

Following that is a feedback session. 

The exercise's content is derived from the feedback .



Questions for discussion among participants

● How did you feel when discussing with your team members about the options on how to perform 

your sculpture or monument? 

● Did creative ideas come up?

● Do you feel you were fair with the rating given to other teams?

● Did you feel listened by your team members and otherwise?

Intergenerational aspect

Set two groups of learners, one with the youngest and one with the elder and see which of the teams

has more capacity for collaboration in teams.



Practical Activity 2: Multicultural Murals 

Objectives of the Activity

● Teamwork

● Creativity

● Effective communication

● Time management

● Trust in your team to do the work within the established limitations.

TSC addressed by the activity

● Collaborate with others in teams or networks

● Conveying and exchanging information and ideas

● Creating and innovating

● Analysing and processing information

Materials

Paper or canvas for painting, paints, colours, watercolours, etc.

The pitch

The idea is that each member of the group starts a painting, but it is finished with the work of the others by switching 

places every 15 minutes. 



Procedure

● Divide the learners into groups of 4-5 people.

● Each member of a team develops an idea for a painting. They will have 15 minutes to paint. 

● Then you will be requested to exchange seats with another member of the group. You will have 
between one and two minutes to express your idea to the next painter. 

● This will occur multiple times throughout the exercise. 



Questions for discussion among participants

● Did you feel comfortable sharing your painting idea with other members? 

● How did you feel when other members shared their idea with you and trusted you?

● What did you like the most of this experience?

● Do you like how your original painting was finished? Do you think you would have finished it 

better or do you like more as it is after other members also collaborated?

● Have you learnt something new with this activity? What is it?

Intergenerational aspect

Mix age groups and see how the collaboration between them is. What can be learnt from each other?



Copyright Disclaimer

All audio-visual material was accessed freely from free online stock image platforms and/or YouTube and apply 

fair use laws without intention to breach any copyrights. If you feel that copyrights were violated, kindly contact 

us at https://becreativeproject.eu/ to resolve the matter in a restorative justice manner. 

https://becreativeproject.eu/
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